
The Service NSW massive data breach last year has left many customers wondering how safe their personal
information is and when Cyber criminals will steal their lives.
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THE Grapevine has been contacted by one Central Coast resident, who wishes to remain anonymous, that they believe their
personal details may have been gathered up by the Service NSW data breach but still have not been formally notified of the
breach and if they were affected. How many other Coast residents have been impacted and why hasn’t the Berejiklian
Government taken appropriate action to ensure notifications were sent to all customers affected by last year’s data breach, which
has so far cost taxpayers up to $35 million to remediate?
 
Despite the breach occurring more than 12 months ago, Service NSW has confirmed that only 42,000 of the impacted 103,000
customers have been notified. This is not good enough and it demonstrates the continuing cavalier attitude of a State
Government who has little concern for its citizens. If was finding funds to build a new road to ‘nowhere’, they’d be all over it like
fleas on a dog!
 
Shadow Minister for Better Public Services Sophie Cotsis said: “It is outrageous that less than half of the people impacted by the
Service NSW data breach have not been notified, more than a year since their personal information was accessed by cyber
criminals.”
 
 
“It is deeply concerning the standards that apply to the private sector do not apply to the NSW Government. Imagine, if a top
Australian company had still failed to notify customers that their private information had been accessed by criminals more than a
year after the event,” Ms Cotsis said.
 
Concerns have also been raised that the Department of Customer Service decided against notifying Service NSW customers
impacted by breach who it considered to be at little risk of harm. Service NSW has failed to clarify if this decision was behind it
downgrading the number of impacted customers from the original 186,000.
 
This type of beuracratic practice is totally unacceptable that anyone exposed to a privacy breach is not notified. This raises the
question,  When was it up to Government agencies to decide against notifying people that their personal information has been
stolen just because they consider them at low risk? Those individuals behind this culpable decision should be immediately
sacked and held accountable for their inexcusable actions.
 
Instead of waiting for something to happen, it is crucial that the Berejiklian Government implement the recommendations of the
recent NSW Parliamentary Cyber Security Inquiry, which includedf giving Cyber Security NSW’s powers in enforcing cyber
security measures in government agencies, to move the responsibility of cyber security to the Department of Premier and
Cabinet, and for a mandatory data scheme to be established.
 
Weren’t the massive Service NSW data breach and attacks on NSW Health and Transport for NSW a clear enough warning? The
alarm bells were certainly ringing loud and clear for the NSW Government, so why haven’t they enacted the recommendations
from the Cyber Security Inquiry?
 
How many more data breaches will there be before our State Government takes positive and decisive action to solve this
problem? The community waits with baited-breath as their identities pass into the hands of Cyber criminals.

Data breach is being swept under the carpet


